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Media contribution in transfer of power in Nepal
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“The achievement of Nepal’s citizen’s radio in establishing community
broadcasting and then defending it from a dictatorial regime in 2005 has
become a model for public radio in other parts of the region.” (Dixit
2010:12)
Political communication in Nepal: A theoretical perspective
Norris et al (1999:2) identified three main schools of thought on
political communication developed over a period of several decades in the
twentieth century mostly in the Euro-American democratic context. These
included mass propaganda, partisan reinforcement and recent theories of
cognitive, agenda setting and persuasion effects. Habermas (2006:415416) reported an impressive increase in the volume of political
communication in Euro-American democratic countries, a phenomenon
quite visible in the South Asian countries including Nepal today. The
political communication is dominated by mediated communication that
lacks the defining features of deliberation. At the same time, the power of
political communication shapes the presentation of messages in multiple
ways tempered by political and social power of the ruling elite. The
political communication contributes in agenda setting and also
legitimating of democratic process. Such political communication helps in
the formation of a plurality of public opinion that would “…yield non
arbitrary standards for the identification of the courses of communication
pathologies,” according to Habermas.
Media, especially radio in the context of Nepal, manifested “…itself in
the choice of information and format, in the shape and style of programs
and framing of issues” (Challaghan and Schnell 2005 as reported by
Habermas 2006:419). Nepal’s political communication was reinforced by
Maoist insurgents’ spread over large part of the country at a time when
King had largely lost his legitimacy to rule, and the kingdom was inflicted
with corruption and indifferent administration. Concurrent media
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development saw withering of the state’s monopoly of radio and
television, especially on the periphery of Nepal’s boundaries.
The contribution of FM radio in achieving democracy must be
examined in this frame of political communication for “partisan
reinforcement” between the King and the Maoist insurgents.
Data
In the last three years, the author has had direct interaction and
exchange of views with several prominent Nepali journalists, researchers
and radio broadcasters like Radio Sagaramatha, Nepal’s first nongovernmental independent radio station. In addition, the author could
interview several Nepali men working in India. The views expressed are
based on limited observations on the day-to-day reporting of Nepal
television and Indian English news papers.
Aim
The aim of the paper is to find out the contribution made by FM radio
in achieving transfer of power to people in Nepal from monarchy.
Geopolitical position of Nepal
The land-locked Hindu Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal was known for
its relative isolation and the state-controlled media. Nepal, a member of
the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), is
predominantly mountainous having physical and cultural diversity. In
spite of linguistic and dialect diversity, Nepali language is widely spoken
and remains a major means of communication. Often Nepal is considered
“a yam between two boundaries” and sandwiched between two Asian
giants – India and China” (Kasajoo 2008a and 2008b).
Nepal is divided into three regions: Himalayan, Hill and Terai. Snow
covered mountains are cold and largely barren. The Himalayan region
covers little over one third of the land mass of Nepal. The Mount Everest
is situated in this region, along with other highest peaks of the world.
Important valleys are situated in the Hill region of Nepal covering over 40
percent of the landmass. Kathmandu, the capital city, is situated in the Hill
region. It is densely populated and continues to dominate the political
scene of Nepal. The productive Terai region or plain area of Nepal covers
little over 20 percent of the country’s land mass and runs along the
northern border of India. Almost half of the country’s over 25 million
humans live in the Terai region. These geophysical differences in the three
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regions have played a significant historical role in the past, leading to the
present political changes in Nepal.
Monarchy, Maoists and Media
In South Asia, the non-colonized countries include Nepal and Bhutan
which have had age old monarchy. Both are going through the process of
democratization. In this process, China and India have been playing an
invisible role. Tiwari (2001:3) believed that Maoist movement in Nepal
must be viewed in the background of Naxalite movement in India and
Maoism in China. Over a period of time, communists of Nepal, like in
other parts of South Asia, divided and formed as much 19 communist
parties while political movement for democracy continued. The main
enemy remained King and/or Nepali Congress for most of the Maoists. In
case of Nepali Congress, Maoists believed that they were supported by
“expansionist India and imperialists America.” Many others believed that
China supported Maoists in Nepal. Nepali journalists give no credence to
the view that China gave covert or overt support to the struggle.
No evidence of direct or indirect media support from India or China is
available in the struggle for democracy. The same is asserted by many
Nepali journalists and communication researchers who do not even
mention name of any country which supported Maoists during the armed
conflict. Tiwari (2001:4) believed that Maoists did not have the advantage
of geographical continuity from India and ideological support from Radio
Beijing. However, Singh (2009) asserted that the Maoists had close links
with China and had received material and moral support from it during
their 10 years of armed struggle.
Shrestha (2009:5), a senior journalist of Nepal observed: “The
experience of media during armed conflict in Nepal have testified that the
media was sandwiched between conflicting parties... The partisan role
they played unfairly dominated the whole media world.” According to
Kasajoo (2008a:83), people who have been suppressed, exploited and
marginalized for political, social, cultural and economic rights continue to
strive for its transformation into a modern democratic country. During the
political struggle period, constitutional monarchy was challenged by the
Nepal Communist Party (Maoist) by way of sporadic but regular
insurgency across country. “People’s War” was supported by men and
women together; it was estimated that about 30 percent guerrillas were
women.
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Radio and roots of democracy
Among all electronic media, radio broadcasting has had several ups
and down but steady growth and development in Nepal over half a century
dating back to 1951. Even in its infancy, radio was utilized to broadcast
revolutionary messages (Kasajoo 2008a:341). The revolutionaries started
Prajatantra Radio Nepal from Biratnagar, the eastern city in Terai in early
1951 (Kasajoo 2008a:341). According to Kasajoo, an eminent Nepali
journalist, the seed of democracy was sowed in Nepal more than half a
century ago in which media especially radio played an important role in
challenging and attempting to throw monarchy.
Several attempts since then have been made to have a democratic
Nepal by introducing multiparty democratic system to start with, which
survived for a short period of 10 years till 1960. Two years later in 1962,
King Mahendra introduced the Panchayat system which was viewed by
Nepali people and other observers as direct and autocratic rule. Almost
thirty years later, due to popular people’s demand for democracy in 1990,
King Birendra introduced constitutional monarchy and a multiparty
democratic rule. The short lived multiparty democratic system could not
fulfill the aspirations of Nepali people.
After 1996, radio in Nepal grew and spread through out the country in
“Short Wave”, “Medium Wave” and FM from 10 watts to 10,000 watts
radio stations both in public and private sectors. Radio expansion was with
or without the label of community radio since no distinction was made
between commercial and community radio in Nepal (Kasajoo 2008a). FM
radio was last to arrive on scene but with a bang, having over 290 licensed
FM radio stations in August 2009 (Government of Nepal, 2010).
State owned Radio Nepal was used as a mouthpiece of the
government. On the other hand, the community radios reached to the
remotest part with the messages of change in social and political order.
Technical skill training and financial support for the expansion of radio in
Nepal was received from various parts of the world having explicit and
implicit ideological and political agenda.
FM radio has been most preferred source of information, though
Indian radio is also listened too, especially by shopkeepers and
housewives in a low literacy and mountainous country. FM community
radio dotted across Nepal influenced listeners in far flung and remote
areas starved of information and news. The public opinion started getting
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influenced directly by enabling radio listeners to hear what was happening
in Kathmandu and in the rest of the country, while experiencing bullets of
Maoists, disappearance of near and dear, and killing of informers or
loyalists of the King.
The “People’s war” or armed struggle against monarchy by the
Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist), called “Maoist insurgents” by the
royal regime, and the radio broadcasts started around the same time. The
wild fire of insurgency engulfed almost all parts of the country except
some part of Kathmandu valley. The toll of violent conflict was estimated
at 12000 to 13000 lives which included police, insurgents, alleged
informers of police, and innocent civilians.
The demand for democracy was accentuated after King Gyanendra
declared a state of emergency on February 1, 2005 and assumed direct
power. The political struggle took a dramatic turn within a short span of
time. The end result was the declaration of Nepal as a federal democratic
republic and the removal of monarchy by the parliament constituted after
the national elections of 2008.
Even after five rounds of parliamentary election for Prime Minister of
Nepal no one has been elected (Chandrasekharan 2010). An experience of
parliamentary democracy of Nepal is no different than experiences of
many multiparty democratic countries. The struggle for bringing multi
party parliamentary democratic system of governance in Nepal continues.
Interviews of Nepali men working in India, who visit Nepal at least once a
year for an extended period, indicated that radio listening has gained
popularity over a period of time. These men also listened to radio
broadcasts carrying Maoist messages; CDs containing those messages
were also distributed and sold in the market place. Some of these CDs
were sold in the bordering cities and towns of India and were available in
New Delhi having large Nepali working population.
Radio especially FM Radio in the last ten years apparently helped to
achieve democracy. Its role must be seen in the long drawn political
struggle from the grass root in the frame of “agenda setting” and “partisan
reinforcement.” The cumulative radio effects of political communication
have brought about major changes in opinion of an average Nepali men
and women who began to despise King Gyanendra. So much so that the
King lost his “God-like image” that was taken for granted, not long time
ago.
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The transition from monarchy to total democracy has been some what
a novel and exalting experience to the citizens of Nepal. In this context,
Rashmi (2009:1) observed: “As Nepal continues in its transition of
defining its political destiny, a new born republic, what remains certain is
the fact that the Radio assumes an indispensable role in shaping the
opinion of the people; and hence the fate of its future…. Indeed, the Radio
has been a central pathway of connecting and empowering the diverse
people of Nepal as a dynamic political entity”. Based on the above brief
analysis, it is concluded that FM Community radio in Nepal played an
important role in achieving the transfer of power from monarchy to
people.
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